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Abstract Image segmentation is a fundamental problem in image analysis and understanding. Among the existing approaches proposed to solve this problem, unsupervised classification or clustering is often involved in an early step to partition
the space of pixel intensities (i.e. either grey levels, colours or spectral signatures).
Since it completely ignores pixel neighbourhoods, a second step is then necessary
to ensure spatial analysis (e.g. with a connected component labeling) in order to
identify the regions built from the segmentation process. The lack of spatial information is a major drawback of the classification-based segmentation approaches,
thus many solutions (where classification is used together with other techniques)
have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we propose a new formulation of
the unsupervised classification which is able to perform image segmentation without requiring the need for some additional techniques. More precisely, we introduce
a kmeans-like method where data to be clustered are pixels themselves (and not
anymore their intensities or colours) and where distances between points and class
centres are not anymore Euclidean but topographical. Segmentation is then an iterative process, where at each iteration resulting classes can be seen as influence zones
in the context of mathematical morphology. This comparison provides some efficient algorithms proposed in this field (such as hierarchical queue-based solutions),
while adding the iterative property of unsupervised classification methods considered here. Finally, we illustrate the potential of our approach by some segmentation
results obtained on artificial and natural images.
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1 Introduction
Classification methods, either supervised or unsupervised, have always been very
useful tools in the field of digital image analysis and processing, especially with the
aim of image segmentation or image understanding. Conversely, images can be seen
as semi-structured complex data which offer new perspectives and new challenges
to the field of data mining and knowledge discovery.
We study here the existing link between these two fields, i.e. image processing
and data mining. More precisely we focus on the role of (unsupervised) classification in solving one of the main problems of image processing, i.e. image segmentation. A segmentation, or a partition of an image into regions, can indeed be
obtained from an unsupervised classification applied on all pixel values (e.g. grey
levels, colours or spectral signatures) followed by a spatial analysis (e.g. connected
component labeling). Despite being very commonly used, this segmentation strategy is not perfect since spatial information is taken into account only in a second
step and is completely ignored during the classification phase. Thus numerous adhoc solutions have been proposed to solve this problem, as we will see in Sec. 2.2.
Instead of proposing yet another ad-hoc technique for classification-based image
segmentation, we consider here the following question: is it possible to apply such a
classification directly in the (spatial) space of image pixels ? If so, it would provide a
straight way to use classification methods to solve the image segmentation problem.
Of course, such a strategy would require some adaptations to let the classification
method be able to produce directly a relevant segmentation result without any help
from additional postprocessing. Main concepts within the classification paradigm
(e.g. data space, similarity or distance measure) have to be rethought in the context
of image segmentation. Moreover underlying algorithms may benefit from advances
in the image processing field. Our contribution concerns such an approach, and we
focus more precisely on one of the most famous unsupervised classification algorithm, i.e. the kmeans method. Thus we reformulate here the kmeans algorithm in
the context of image segmentation, which does not require any additional step.
This chapter is organised as follows. Sec. 2 recalls how unsupervised classification (and especially partitional clustering) is used to solve the problem of image segmentation. After pointing out the major drawbacks of the classical segmentation-byclustering paradigm, we then review the main solutions proposed in the literature.
Our proposal is explained in more details in Sec. 3. Basically it consists in performing classification directly in the pixel space rather than in the intensity space. This
requires avoiding the use of Euclidean distance and gravity centres classically used
in the kmeans algorithm. In Sec. 4, we study the link with the field of mathematical morphology, in order to benefit from efficient algorithms. Thus the proposed
scheme of unsupervised classification for image segmentation can also be seen as
an iterative morphological segmentation process. Finally, we illustrate in Sec. 5 our
approach by some first segmentation results obtained on artificial and natural images.
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2 On the limitations of classification for image segmentation
In this section, we introduce the main notations and explain why image segmentation cannot be achieved with classification. We then draw up an overview of existing
approaches proposed with the aim of adapting classification methods to the problem
of image segmentation.

2.1 Segmentation versus classification
An image is usually defined as a function f : E → T which assigns to each pixel p =
(x, y) taken in space E ⊂ N2 , a value v = f (p) in T . This value may be for instance
a grey level (T = {0, . . . , 255}), a colour described by its tristimulus chromatic
representation (T = {0, . . . , 255}3 or T = [0, 1]3 after normalisation) or a spectral
signature (T ⊂ Rn for an image with n spectral bands).
Segmentation aims at partitioning the pixel space E of an image f into a set of K
regions {Rk }1≤k≤K which are homogeneous according to a given criterion (e.g. the
values v of pixels composing each region). Thus it is a function π : E → C which
assigns to each pixel p the index k of component or region Rk to which it belongs.
Each region Rk is built as a connected component (see Fig. 1(b)), i.e. a set of adjacent
pixels (or neighbours two by two) with value k. More formally, we define a discrete
path Ppq from pixel p to pixel q as the set of pixels Ppq = {pi }0≤i≤m with p0 = p,
pm = q, and ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, pi is adjacent to pi+1 . Two pixels p = (x p , y p ) and
q = (xq , yq ) are considered λ -adjacent if their λ -distance equals 1, that is dλ (p, q) =
1. We define 4-distance, 8-distance and Euclidean distance respectively by:
d4 (p, q) =|x p − xq | + |y p − yq |

(1)

d8 (p, q) = max(|x p − xq |, |y p − yq |)
q
dE (p, q) = (x p − xq )2 + (y p − yq )2

(2)
(3)

but these terms used in discrete geometry / digital image processing are equivalent
to more general notions of city-block / Manhattan / boxcar / absolute value (for d4 )
and Chebyshev / maximum value (for d8 ) distances. The neighbourhood of a pixel
p is written N (p) and defined as the set of pixels q adjacent to p. Each path Ppq
is associated with a cost ω(Ppq ), which may be defined as the number of pixels it
contains, or relying on distances between pixels such as:
m

ω(Ppq ) = ∑ d(pi−1 , pi )

(4)

i=1

with d a given distance measure, e.g. Eqs. (1) to (3). Finally, a region Rk , as a
connected component, verifies ∀p, q ∈ Rk , ∃Ppq such that ∀pi ∈ Ppq , pi ∈ Rk or in
other words π(pi ) = k.
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Unsupervised classification or data clustering aims at gathering data into homogeneous sets called classes or clusters. Applied on a digital image, the classification
may be represented as a function π : E → C which assigns to each pixel p the index
k of the class Ck to which it belongs. Similarly to the case of regions Rk , the content
of classes Ck is expected to be homogeneous (e.g. pixels composing a given class
share similar v values). However, contrary to regions Rk produced by a segmentation, classes Ck do not have the property of connexity, i.e. they are not assumed to
be connected components, as illustrated by Fig. 1(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 1 Difference between segmentation and classification: (a) input image, (b) region segmentation, (c) spectral classification, (d) spatially refined classification, (e) spatial classification, (f)
spatial/spectral classification.

Here we focus more precisely on the case of unsupervised classification using a
kmeans-like approach [Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990]. In this algorithm, the number K of classes {Ck }1≤k≤K is a priori defined (even if there exists some other partitional algorithms which overcome this condition). Each class Ck is characterized
by its centre noted ck . Initialisation of the class centres may rely on some assumptions available on the data, or may be performed randomly if no such knowledge is
available. The algorithm consists of two iterative steps performed until convergence.
First, for each pixel the distance to the different class centres are computed and the
pixel is assigned to the class with the closest centre. Then class centres are updated
by using the new data partition.
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When involved to solve the problem of image segmentation, the kmeans algorithm is applied in the pixel value space T rather than the pixel space E , i.e. data to
be classified are the pixel values v rather than directly the pixels p. Alg. 1 describes
this process, which tends to minimise a global cost function J, e.g. defined by:
K

J=

∑∑

2
d( f (p), ck )

(5)

k=1 p∈Ck

Algorithm 1: original kmeans algorithm for image segmentation.
Input: Image f : E → T : p 7→ f (p)
Input: Number K of classes
Output: Set of classes {C}K or classification map π : E → C : p 7→ π(p)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

/* initialisation of classification map and class centres */
foreach pixel p do π 0 (p) ← 0/
foreach class centre ck do c0k ← RANDOM (T )
/* iterative assignment-update process */
repeat
l ← l +1
foreach pixel p do
/* pixel-to-class assignement */
computation of distances to the different class centres, i.e. d( f (p), cl−1
k )
assignment to the class with closest centre, i.e. π l (p) = arg mink d( f (p), cl−1
k )
end
foreach class centre ck do
/* update of class centres */
clk = avg{ f (pi ) | π l (pi ) = k} with avg the average fonction
end
until π l = π l−1
/* stability partition as convergence criterion */

The distance d involved in the algorithm and in Eq. (5) is the
p Euclidean distance
computed in the n-dimensional space T , that is dE (v, w) = ∑ni=1 (vi − wi )2 with
v = (v1 , . . . , vn ) and w = (w1 , . . . , wn ). The convergence criterion (partition stability)
may be somewhat relaxed and replaced by a convergence of the cost function, or
even a finite number of iterations.
In the previous algorithm (see also Fig. 1(c)), it is clear that the location of a pixel
p (i.e. its coordinates (x, y)) has been completely ignored, contrary to its value f (p).
Two pixels p and q with close values f (p) and f (q) will then be most probably
assigned to the same class Ck even if they form two disjoint connected components
in the classification map π. Thus some additional processings are required to obtain
a segmentation (i.e. a partition of the image into homogeneous, connected classes).
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2.2 Classification relying on spatial information
In order to obtain a segmentation from a classification, it is necessary to involve
spatial information [Haralick and Shapiro, 1985]. We give here a brief survey of
main approaches addressing this problem in the literature. In this survey, we do not
consider approaches such as Markov Random Fields which combine classification
and spatial regularisation, even if these approaches can be seen as generalisations
of classification methods such as kmeans [Pappas, 1992]. We focus instead on approaches such as kmeans or fuzzy cmeans.
The most commonly adopted solution consists of a postprocessing, where a connected component labeling is applied on the classification result (see Fig. 1(d)). It
aims at gathering into a single region Rk all adjacent pixels p which have been assigned to the same class C j . A region Rk is then a connected component verifying
∀p ∈ Rk , π(p) = j in the classification map. A class C j is thus split into several
regions Rk (unless if it already ensures the connexity property).
However, applying a classification at the pixel level and then gathering pixels of
similar class into connected components often results in a segmentation map where
many regions contain only a single isolated pixel (instead of a pixel aggregate).
So a filtering step can be involved in order to remove these isolated pixels and to
reassign them to neighbouring regions. In the case of a fuzzy classification, the
postprocessing to be applied can be even a segmentation algorithm such as region
growing [Eum et al., 1996], region merging [Chen and Lu, 2002], or marker-based
watershed [Lezoray and Cardot, 2002].
Involving spatial information can also be done through a preprocessing step. This
can be a segmentation into regions, which result (i.e. regions) will be further processed with a subsequent classification (but in this case the result is rather a regionbased classification than a segmentation). Moreover, one can describe each pixel p
by its value v but also by its coordinates (x, y) [Krishnapuram and Freg, 1992] as illustrated in Figure 1(f). It is also possible to perform an image interpolation, where
the estimated value fˆ(p) in each pixel p is computed from its 4 or 8 neighbours (e.g.
through a mean or median). Classification is then applied on pixels using values fˆ
alone or in complement with initial image f [Turi, 2001, Chen and Zhang, 2004].
Another way is to consider spatial information directly within the classification
algorithm. In [Ilea and Whelan, 2008], textural information can be associated with
colour information. While the former is measured by a gradient, the latter is obtained
by applying a kmeans on a smoothed image (resulting from an anisotropic filtering)
and represented in two different colour spaces. The dissimilarity measure between
a pixel and a class relies on these information, which are related to pixels but also to
classes, and updated at each iteration in order to track the evolution of class content.
In [Liew et al., 2000], the dissimilarity between a pixel and a class centre within
the fuzzy cmeans algorithm is defined using the neighbourhood of the pixels: contribution of each neighbour (computed as a distance to the corresponding class centre)
is proportional to the similarity between this neighbour and the considered pixel
(the similarity being measured in the feature space). This approach is inspired from
[Tolias and Panas, 1998] where similarity between the pixel to be classified and its
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neighbour modifies the class membership probability of this pixel (by adding or removing of a constant). This similarity between neighbours can be directly computed
in the class membership space [Noordam et al., 2000, Xia et al., 2007]. A similar
approach using a probabilistic classification based on neighbour kriging indicators
is proposed in [Pham, 2001].
Applying a classifier in a multiscale framework, through a hierarchical method,
offers another mean to take into account spatial context. In [Luo et al., 2003], the
authors propose a new algorithm where the following steps are applied successively: image subsampling, computation of features related to colour and texture,
spatially constrained classification, and region merging. These two last steps are
performed iteratively at each level of the hierarchy, thus allowing to isolate the
main connected components (and to aggregate remaining pixels to these components), and then to apply once again the kmeans algorithm independently on each
connected component. This principle of successive classifications is also presented
in [Cheng and Sun, 2000] where clusters are built only from pixels with homogeneous neighbourhood. Finally, the kmeans algorithm can be applied on a sliding
window within the image, where class centres are propagated during image scan
[Leydier et al., 2004].
To summarize, various solutions for spatialising classification methods have been
proposed, in order to make them adequate for image segmentation: preprocessing,
postprocessing, new attributes, multiscale approach, classification correction of one
pixel depending on its neighbours, etc. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, applying a classification directly in the spatial domain (i.e. pixel space) has
not been studied yet, despite the fact that it seems a very intuitive solution to consider the spatial behaviour of the segmentation. So we propose in next section such
a solution, which can be seen as a spatial classification using the kmeans algorithm.

3 Another usage of classification in image segmentation
To be applied successfully on the problem of image segmentation, a classification
method has to rely on spatial information. Instead of using additional steps in the
classification process, here we rather reformulate the classification in a spatial context. Thus we propose to spatialise the classification method in order to make it
usable to perform image segmentation.

3.1 Spatial classification
We have pointed out in Sec. 2.1 that the only difference between a segmentation and
a classification was the lack of spatial connexity constraint in the result of the latter. Modifying the behaviour of a classification algorithm in order to ensure spatial
connexity of the produced classes (or regions in this context) is a way to elaborate a
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classification method intrinsically able to solve the problem of image segmentation.
Since various classification algorithms exist, we have decided here to focus on one
of its most representative, the kmeans algorithm, and to study how the spatial connexity property can be provided to it. In other words, our contribution is related to
the spatialisation of the kmeans algorithm.
Spatial information is directly present in images through notions of connexity and
adjacency between neighbouring pixels. Thus we propose to apply the classification
in the pixel space E and not anymore in a feature space (e.g. the pixel value space
T ). The different operations (distance d between points and class centres during
assignment step, update of class centres with mean fonction avg during update step)
are also performed in the space E , considering p rather than f (p) in the different
formula. Similarly, class centres ck will be defined in E (i.e. they are image pixels)
and not anymore in T . Thus the criterion to be optimized in the clustering process
is slightly modified to become
K

J=

∑∑

d(p, ck )

(6)

k=1 p∈Ck

while the original criterion given in Eq. (5) was using f (p).
However, applying directly the kmeans algorithm in the space E will not have
the expected result for segmentation: since image pixels are regularly located on a
square grid of finite size, ignoring pixel values during pixel-to-class assignment step
will lead to a result independent of the image content (Fig. 1(e))! An intermediary
solution has to be elaborated in order to take into account both pixels p and their
values f (p) during the computation of distance d(p, ck ) betweeen pixels and class
centres. This will be studied in next section.
Another problem has also to be solved to ensure an adequate behaviour of the
kmeans algorithm in the context of segmentation. It is related to the inherent inability of the algorithm to deal with non convex sets. During a segmentation step, it is
not feasible to assume that all regions would be convex. In the case of a concave
region, updating the class (or region) centre based on the computation of the gravity
centre can result in locating the centre outside the class. As we will see in the next
section, we rely on the assumption that the centre belongs to its region or class to ensure the spatial connexity of produced classes. Thus we need to replace the gravity
centre by another measure and we propose to use here a kind of median (thus leading
to a kmedian-like algorithm rather than a kmeans-like one). Moreover, we propose
to keep class centres in E (i.e. choosing the class centres among the pixels present
in the image), like a kprototypes approach [Han et al., 2001] (but we still keep the
overall process of the kmeans algorithm). In order to obtain such a median measure
in E , we propose to define the class centre as its central or inner most pixel, that can
be obtained by means of techniques from mathematical morphology [Soille, 2003].
Implementation details will be given in Sec. 4.
Let us notice that we have chosen to consider here independently the pixel space
E and the pixel value space T . We could have formulate directly a solution in the
space E × T , e.g., by setting some constraints on the classes to be obtained or
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by defining some appropriate representation and allocation functions. But applying
a classification in such a space E × T would have brought a much higher computational complexity. Nevertheless, since our algorithm shares some common properties with dynamic clouds [Diday, 1971] or kmedoids [Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990]
for instance, the link with such methods should be studied more deeply.

3.2 Topographic distance and connexity property
When assigning a pixel to a given class, we have to take into account both pixel coordinates and value. Thus we propose to combine p and f (p) through a topographical distance for which we give some definitions below. Let us notice that updating
class centres can also rely on this distance and on values p and f (p), as we will see
further.
Let us represent an image as a topographical surface, where each pixel p is associated to its elevation, i.e. its value f (p). In this context, the cost of a path Ppq can
be reformulated by taking into account its topography or the observed difference in
height between p and q, using both the difference between values f (p) and f (q)
and the (spatial) distance d(p, q) between pixels p and q (or more precisely, between their respective locations, involving a distance measure among those already
defined in Eqs. (1)-(3)). Thus, several definitions for the topographical cost of a path
have been proposed [Prêteux, 1992, Meyer, 1994, Philipp-Foliguet, 2000]. The cost
term introduced by Prêteux [Prêteux, 1992] can be simply formulated in the case of
a finite discrete image as the highest pixel on the path:
ω(Ppq ) = max f (pi )

(7)

pi ∈Ppq

or in other words the path ridge, with the convention ω(Ppp ) = −∞.
Meyer [Meyer, 1994] considers the steepest slope defined for a pixel p as


f (p) − f (q)
δ (p) = max
d(p, q)
q∈N (p)

(8)

f (q)< f (p)

which can be simply computed with a morphological
cost between two neighbouring pixels is defined as


δ (p)
q ∈ N (p), ω(p, q) = (δ (p) + δ (q))/2


δ (q)

erosion. The topographical

if f (p) > f (q)
if f (p) = f (q)
if f (p) < f (q)

The topographical cost of a whole path is then computed as

(9)
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ω(Ppq ) = ∑ (d(pi−1 , pi ) · ω(pi−1 , pi )) ,

Ppq = {pi }0≤i≤m

(10)

i=1

Philipp-Foliguet [Philipp-Foliguet, 2000] proposes a simpler definition which
avoids to seek for ridges or steepest slopes, using a weighting coefficient κ (usually κ = 1) :
m

ω(Ppq ) = ∑ (κ · d(pi−1 , pi ) + | f (pi−1 ) − f (pi )|) ,

Ppq = {pi }0≤i≤m

(11)

i=1

Finally, whatever the definition of the topographical cost in use, the topographical
distance dT (p, q) is defined as the minimum cost of a path from p to q:
dT (p, q) = min(ω(Ppq ))
Ppq

(12)

Let us notice that dT is a true distance function only with the definition of PhilippFoliguet. In the other cases, we have ∀p, q, dT (p, q) = 0 < p = q. Prêteux proposes
to use exp(dT (p, q)) while Meyer presents different techniques for modifying the
topographical surface in order to deal with the problematic case of plateaus (where
we have dT (p, q) = 0 with p 6= q). Let us state that another pseudo-distance measure
(i.e. a distance function that does not satisfy the identity of indiscernibles) could be
obtained by simply defining the cost as
m

ω(Ppq ) = ∑ | f (pi ) − f (pi−1 )|,

Ppq = {pi }0≤i≤m

(13)

i=1

In the following, we will use a simplified version of the Philipp-Foliguet measure:
m

ω(Ppq ) = ∑ ω(pi−1 , pi ),

Ppq = {pi }0≤i≤m

(14)

i=1

and consider a 8-distance where the topographical cost ω(p, q) between two neighbouring pixels p and q is given by
ω(p, q) = | f (p) − f (q)| + ε, q ∈ N8 (p)

(15)

with the convention ω(p, p) = 0, and ε  ∇ f being a very small term (i.e. lowest
than the minimal absolute difference between values of two neighbouring pixels)
ensuring the identity of indiscernibles. An illustration of this distance is given in
Fig. 2 through the computation of a distance transform from a given point in a grey
level image.
We recall that our goal is to ensure the spatial connexity of classes Ck produced by
the classification algorithm. Let us check that this property is verified by the pixelto-class assignment step. Using the definition introduced in Sec. 2.1, a class Ck is
connected if ∀p, q ∈ Ck , ∃Ppq such that ∀pi ∈ Ppq , pi ∈ Ck . To simplify, we will use
in this case the notation Ppq ∈ Ck . The assignment of a pixel p to Ck is performed
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the topographical distance computed from the top-left pixel (from left to
right): input image, topographical distance transform, look-up table representing the distance scale.

if dT (p, ck ) < dT (p, c j ), ∀ j 6= k. Obviously the centre ck of the class Ck will stay
assigned to Ck since dT (ck , c j ) > dT (ck , ck ) = 0, ∀ j 6= k. The connexity notion can
then be written as ∀p, q ∈ Ck , ∃(Ppck , Pqck ) ∈ Ck or simply by ∀p ∈ Ck , ∃Pck p ∈
Ck . Let us denote by q the pixel preceding p in this path Pck p of minimal cost,
we have then q = arg min pi ∈N (p) dT (ck , pi ) and dT (ck , p) = dT (ck , q) + dT (q, p).
We can prove the connexity of Ck by showing that the assumption q 6∈ Ck is not
valid. Let us assume q ∈ C j , j 6= k, we have then dT (ck , q) > dT (c j , q). Combining
the previous formula, we obtain dT (ck , p) > dT (c j , q) + dT (q, p) ≥ dT (c j , q). This
inegality is not valid since it would mean the assignment of p to C j . So the proposed
scheme for pixel-to-class assignment ensures to produce connected classes during
the classification process.

4 Implementation issues
The kmeans algorithm1 that we proposed here differs from its original version only
on the few following aspects, as underlined in Algorithm 2: (1) the space where
pixels are represented and centres are selected (E instead of T ); (2) the distance
measure dT (p, ck ) which is not Euclidean anymore but rather topographical; (3) the
class centre computation method which does not rely on the mean but rather on
the median. These changes ensure our algorithm an adequat behaviour for image
segmentation, since the resulting classification is also intrinsically a segmentation.

1 Les ut observe that the term kmeans is not perfectly adequate here, since our algorithm is more
of kmeans-like type.
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Moreover, they provide a link with the field of mathematical morphology, which
brings some efficient implementations.

Algorithm 2: Proposed kmeans algorithm for image segmentation.
Input: Image f : E → T : p 7→ f (p)
Input: Number K of classes (i.e. regions)
Output: Set of classes {C}K or classification (i.e. segmentation) map π : E → C : p 7→ π(p)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

/* initialisation of classification map and class centres */
foreach pixel p do π 0 (p) ← 0/
foreach class centre ck do c0k ← RANDOM (E )
/* iterative assignment-update process */
repeat
l ← l +1
foreach pixel p do
/* pixel-to-class assignement */
computation of topographical distances to the different centres, i.e. dT (p, cl−1
k )

assignment to the class with closest centre, i.e. π l (p) = arg mink dT (p, cl−1
k )
end
foreach class centre ck do
/* update of class centres */
clk = medT {pi | π l (pi ) = k} with medT the topographical median fonction
12
13
end
14 until π l = π l−1
/* stability partition as convergence criterion */
9

10
11

Indeed, the topographical distance has been used in the context of mathematical
morphology to define segmentation methods such as watershed or skeleton by influence zone [Prêteux, 1992, Meyer, 1994]. The pixel-to-class assignment step of our
kmeans algorithm can then be seen as a morphological segmentation with markers
corresponding to class centres. Thus it is possible to benefit from algorithmic developments in mathematical morphology, and especially hierarchical queue-based
algorithms for marker-based segmentation for which we can find implementation
details in the book of Soille [Soille, 2003].
As already stated, updating class centres can also be done using morphological
methods. We propose to define the centre ck of class Ck as the topographical median medT of Ck . More precisely, we follow some definitions of multidimensional
medians given in the literature [Small, 1990], and consider the convex hull peeling
paradigm to determine the inner most element among data (or cluster elements).
Adapted to the topographical context, the topographical median medT of a class Ck
is identified as the furthest pixel from the cluster borders. It can be obtained using
the maximum of the distance transform between pixels of Ck to the background defined by E \Ck (the background may be cleverly limited to exterior borders of Ck ).
This centre is defined by
ck = arg max d(p, E \Ck )
p∈Ck

with

(16)
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(17)

the distance of p to the set X. The distance d(p, x) can be the Euclidean distance
dE or preferably the topographical distance dT , thus ensuring a better stability to
the algorithm since it is the same distance measure which is used in the assignment step. Coherence between these two steps reinforces algorithm convergence
through the optimisation of the quality criterion given in Eq. (6) and considering
topographical distances. However this convergence cannot be completely ensured
since the proposed centre computation scheme can result in outliers (i.e. the class
centre maximizes the distance to other classes but may not minimize the distance
within its class) and subsequently in oscillations within the iterative process. Thus,
in order to guarantee the algorithm convergence, another criterion may be involved:
maximal number of iterations, minimal displacement of class centres between two
iterations, convergence of the global cost function, etc. Let us remark that we do
not observe any lack of convergence with results given in Sec. 5. Nevertheless, this
problem of convergence will be the topic of further studies.
A naive implementation of the proposed algorithm consists in seeking for the
shortest path in a graph to measure the distances dT (p, ck ) between pixels and class
centres. This requires O(P2 ) operations per pixel, or O(P) if optimal data structures
are used, with P the number of pixels. Considering that this computation has to be
performed for all pixels and all classes, this results in a global complexity of O(KP3 )
(or O(KP2 ) with appropriate data structures) per iteration, with K the number of
classes.
Since our method can be assimilated to an iterative morphological segmentation,
using efficient morphological algorithms based on hierarchical queues helps to limit
the algorithm computational complexity. Indeed this complexity can be independent
of the number of classes K, roughly O(P) by iteration. More precisely, during the
assignement step, we do not compute exhaustively the K distance transforms since
it is sufficient to know in each pixel which is the closest centre. By propagating
distances from class centres, we can process and classify iteratively the pixels of
increasing distances inserted in the queue (where only the first occurence of each
pixel is considered). Updating class centres can be obtained using the same principle
and requires to apply K incomplete distance transforms (each one being limited to
its related class), which is equivalent to process only once each pixel. Complexities
of these two steps are thus linear in O(P). Let us also observe that since the final
distances between pixels and classes centres are only sums of local topographical
distances between neighbouring pixels, these local distances may be precomputed in
order to further limit computation time (this requires a buffer of size 4 or 8 times the
image size, depending on the adjacency in use, i.e. 4- or 8-adjacency). To compare,
we recall that kmeans algorithm has a cost equal to O(KP) per iteration, K being
possibly high (but still lower than P) since it corresponds here to the number of
objects present in the image and not anymore to the number of classes.
Algorithm 3 describes the proposed efficient implementation of the topographical
kmeans algorithm for image segmentation. It relies on the TOPO( f , {sk , Sk }) function defined in Algorithm 4 which returns both a classification map π and a distance
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Algorithm 3: Efficient proposed kmeans algorithm for image segmentation.
Input: Image f : E → T : p 7→ f (p)
Input: Number K of class (i.e. regions)
Output: Set of classes {C}K or classification (i.e. segmentation) map π : E → C : p 7→ π(p)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/* initialisation of classification map and class centres */
foreach pixel p do π 0 (p) ← 0/
foreach class centre ck do c0k ← RANDOM (E )
/* iterative assignment-update process */
repeat
l ← l +1
/* pixel-to-class assignement */
l−1
(π l , φ l ) ← TOPO( f , {cl−1
k , π(ck )})
/* update of class centres */
Ω l ← {pi | ∃q ∈ N (pi ), π l (q) 6= π l (pi )}
/* identify border pixels */
(π̄ l , φ̄ l ) ←TOPO( f , {Ω l , π l (Ω l )})
/* distance transform from borders */
foreach class Ck do
clk = max{φ̄ l (pi ) | π̄ l (pi ) = k}
/* use the furthest points from the borders */
end
until π l = π l−1
/* stability partition as convergence criterion */

Function TOPO( f ,{sk , Sk }).
Input: Image f : E → T : p 7→ f (p)
Input: Set {sk , Sk } of initial pixels sk with related classes Sk
Output: Classification (i.e. segmentation) map π : E → C : p 7→ π(p)
Output: Topographic distance transform φ : E → R : p 7→ φ (p)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

/* initialisation of π, φ , and the hierarchical queue */
foreach p ∈ E do
π(p) ← 0/
φ (p) ← 0
end
foreach sk do INSERT (sk , Sk , 0)
/* scan all pixels with increasing dT */
while NOTEMPTY do
(p,C p , d p ) ← REMOVE
if π(p) 6= 0/ then continue
/* ignore already labeled pixels */
π(p) ← C p
/* assign the pixel to the class with closest centre */
φ (p) ← d p
/* set the distance between the pixel and the closest class centre */
foreach q ∈ N (p), π(q) = 0/ do
/* process all unlabeled neighbouring pixels */
dq ← d p + dT (p, q)
/* propagate topographical distance */
INSERT (q,C p , dq )
/* add the pixel to the queue */
end
end
return π, φ
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transform function φ from a set of initial points sk which classes Sk are assumed to
be known. As we have already noticed, this function is used twice in order to compute both distances to the class centres in the assignment step and distances to the
class borders in the updating step. Thus we distinguish both results and note them
respectively (π, φ ) and (π̄, φ̄ ). As for the TOPO function, it assumes the following
operations being available to manipulate the hierarchical queue: NOTEMPTY checks
if the queue contains at least one element, INSERT(a, b, c) insert the element a of
class b at priority c, and REMOVE returns and removes the current triplet (a, b, c)
from the queue. A hierarchical queue may be implemented as an array of FIFO
queues (each queue being indexed by its priority), thus this last operation seeks for
the non-empty queue of lowest priority and returns and removes the oldest element
within this queue.

5 Experiments
In order to underline the potential interest of our proposal, we have performed some
experiments both on artificial and natural images. Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of
our algorithm compared to a standard kmeans applied on grey levels, facing an increasing level of noise. We consider 3 classes (i.e. regions) in our algorithm while
2 classes (expected to be black and white) are used for the standard kmeans. As
we can observe in this figure, noise robustness achieved by the proposed algorithm
seems satisfactory, contrary to the original kmeans method.
The iterative process of the kmeans algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. Even if
the centres are randomly located on the image, the proposed algorithm manages to
correctly identify the objects present in the image as clusters in the classification
paradigm. Borders between classes (i.e. regions) are displayed in white while the
colours represent distances from the closest class centre, using the same colour scale
as in Fig. 2, i.e. increasing from magenta to red.
Similarly to the standard use of the kmeans procedure in unsupervised classification, the number k of classes should be chosen very carefully. As observed in
Fig. 5, an appropriate number of classes (i.e. equal to the number of objects to be
segmented) will help the algorithm to produce the expected result. On the contrary
a too low or too high value of k may result in undersegmentation and oversegmentation, respectively.
Finally, let us reuse the introductory image of Fig. 1. Here we have compared our
algorithm with a standard kmeans applied on the pixel colours (represented as RGBvalued vectors) to produce 6 colour clusters, followed by a connected component
labeling to identify all connected groups of pixels sharing the same colour class.
The 1800 regions produced by this approach are shown in Fig. 6 (centre). On the
contrary, we can define the expected number of regions as classes in the kmeans
algorithm with our approach. Thus we have segmented the marbles using 60 classes
(i.e. 60 regions), as illustrated by Fig. 6 (right). The result, despite not being perfect,
is rather satisfactory and shows the relevance of our proposal.
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Fig. 3 Classification results on an artificial image with an increasing level of Gaussian noise (from
left to right): noisy input image (top), proposed classification with 3 regions (middle), kmeans
performed on intensities with 2 classes (bottom).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4 Illustration of the iterative topographical kmeans process: (a) input image, topographical
distances from centres φ l and resulting classification borders Ω l after iteration l = 1 (b), l = 2 (c),
l = 3 (d), l = 4 (e), and l = 5 (f) where convergence has been observed.
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Fig. 5 Influence of the number of classes: (left) correct segmentation with 11 classes, (centre)
undersegmentation with 6 classes, (right) oversegmentation with 16 classes.

Fig. 6 Relevance of the proposed classification scheme: colour input image (left), spectral k-means
followed by connected component labeling (centre), topographical k-means (right).

6 Conclusion
Classification is one of the most common solutions to solve the problem of image
segmentation, i.e. transforming an image from the space of pixels to a set of objects
which can be subsequently analysed in order to understand the image content. However, classification methods are often applied on the pixel value space, thus ignoring
spatial information despite its primordial importance in the context of segmentation.
In order to solve this problem and consider the spatial context of each pixel within a
classification procedure, the numerous solutions proposed in the literature share the
need for additional steps in the classification-based image segmentation process.
In this chapter, we propose a completely different approach which consists in
applying the classification in the spatial domain (of the pixels) rather than in the
spectral domain (of the pixel values). Thus we can keep the classification method as
is (with some adaptations related to the spatial application of the method) and avoid
to rely on additional ad-hoc steps. We illustrate our proposal with the spatialisation
of the kmeans algorithm, by replacing the Euclidean distance by a topographical distance and by modifying the class centre computation scheme. Besides, a link with
the field of mathematical morphology provides efficient algorithms for segmentation, with a complexity in O(P) (i.e. linear and not depending on the number of
classes k).
This new approach for unsupervised classification in image segmentation brings
several perspectives. Among the major future works, we can mention the need
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to overcome the problems related to the kmeans algorithm (e.g. choice of initial class centres, prior knowledge of the number of classes). Another research
direction is to consider a fuzzy paradigm since this has already shown some interest over hard classification (see for instance the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm),
and to perform a fuzzy assignment of pixels to classes [Philipp-Foliguet, 2000].
Moreover, it could be relevant to involve spatial constraints within the classification [Han et al., 2001] which in the context of segmentation may be adequate
to deal with high gradient areas observed on region borders. A study on robustness and efficiency of the algorithm and experiments on larger datasets are worth
being made to understand the pros and cons of our proposal. In particular, we
will further study the problem of algorithm convergence. Finally, we also consider to compare our proposal with other recent methods for classification and
segmentation, such as mean shift [Comaniciu and Meer, 2002], path-based clustering [Fischer and Buhmann, 2003] or its extension called robust path-based spectral
clustering [Chang and Yeung, 2008], since we believe our contribution is not limited
to the kmeans algorithm.
Acknowledgements The author wishes to thank his colleague Dr. Alexandre Blansché from
LSIIT – CNRS / University of Strasbourg for pointing out the possible lack of convergence of
the proposed algorithm, which will be the topic of further studies.
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